Training occasion: IT and information security

This training occasion, in Swedish, shall both increase participants’ knowledge of the special requirements of communications by email, and increase the participants’ basic knowledge and awareness of information security in their daily work.

All employees at the Institute shall take this course.

Please apply to the training in IT and information security in Medarbetarportalen.

The following occasions are offered:

- April 19 at 14:30 to 16:00: Academicum
- April 21 at 13:00 to 14:30: Academicum
- April 21 at 15:00 to 16:30: Academicum
- May 10 at 14:30 to 16:00: Academicum

Courses at third-cycle level spring term 2017

The committee for third-cycle education (Forskarutbildningskommittén, FUK) would like to get suggestions for courses.

These courses can be either common academy courses or thematic courses. Independent courses, that do not belong to a specific theme, can also be suggested, however, the Academy can’t offer any funding for such courses.

If you would like to give a course in the spring term 2017, please contact your FUK-representative (Louise Adermark) to discuss how your course could fit the overall program at the Institute.

Thereafter, it can be registered in the course database.

Please observe that the planned courses must be registered in the database by May 2, 2016.

For more information about PhD-courses and how to register the courses.

The Dean and the Vice-dean will visit our Institute

The Dean and the Vice-dean will visit our Institute on Tuesday March 15 at 10:00 to 11:00 am.

Welcome to the lecture room Carl Kylberg, Medicinaregatan 7. The Sahlgrenska Academy’s vision and action plan will be presented and discussed.

Infomation from Neuro - IT

Relocation of our email-accounts, spring 2016

In conjunction with the migration of all our email accounts to the University of Gothenburg, questions regarding our future email address have been raised. All users that have not explicitly expressed a wish to change email address, will retain his/her address, e. g; NN.NN@neuro.gu.se

New accounts

The application for email, neuro-account and xkonto must be signed by the Head of Institute / the Head of Department or equivalent, then scanned and sent by the authorization administrator to NEURO-IT.

Please contact your authorization administrator at your department for assistance.

The Department of Clinical Neuroscience and Rehabilitation has moved to new premises at the Sahlgrenska Hospital

The Department of Clinical Neuroscience and rehabilitation has moved to new premises next to the clinical neuro-department. The Academy and the Hospital are now both located at Blå stråket 7 at the Sahlgrenska Hospital. The premises were inaugurated by afternoon mingling on the 8th of February.

Below; the new Head and Assistant heads at the Department of the Clinical Neuroscience and Rehabilitation; from the left Katharina Stibrant Sunnerhagen, Kristina Malmgren, Agneta Holmäng (Head of the Institute) and Madeleine Zetterberg.
The Science Festival 2016
April 13 - 17
More information about this year’s Festival can be found at the Science Festival’s official website
Information about the Science festival is also published at the University’s website.

Information meeting about Ladok 3, INU and PA 2.0
The project office at GU will provide information about the new IT-systems; Ladok 3 (administrative educational system), INU (infrastructure for net-based teaching and blended learning) and PA 2.0 (development of personnel management processes and change of personnel administration system).
Time: Wednesday, April 13, at 13:00 to 15:00
Location: Conference Centre Wallenberg, Medicinaregatan 20 A, Wallenbergsalen
Registration for the information meeting about Ladok 3, INU and PA 2.0

Advisory sessions/tutoring in Swedish and English
The University of Gothenburg provides advisory sessions and tutoring in Swedish and English for all staff. The overall aim of this service is to support and facilitate the language development and language competency of university staff members. Information about advisory sessions/tutoring at the University’s website.

Announcements of funds
In Swedish
Stiftelsen Handlanden Hjalmar Svenssons forskningsfond
Handlanden Herman Svenssons fond för blinda och synsvaga
Deadline April 4 2016.

Register for Akademiliv
Akademiliv (‘Academy Life’) is Sahlgrenska Academy’s online staff newspaper with news and information about current seminars, conferences, submissions and skills development.
Akademiliv covers Sahlgrenska Academy’s activities with the goal of portraying life at the Academy.
The recipients of the newsletter are employees at Sahlgrenska Academy or those with another connection to our faculty. You can register for Akademiliv’s newsletter here.

Newsletter – Our aim is to regularly publish a newsletter with internal information and news instead of sending several messages by email.